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PUSHING
BOUNDARIES,
FROM THE
VERY BEGINNING.
MINI has been motoring its own way since 1959. With transversely mounted engines,
a wheels-pushed-out design, and a charm like no other, MINI initially endeared itself to
not only the working class, but also rock stars, royalty, and rally racers.
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Discover what makes MINI unlike anything else on the road at mini.ca/whymini.
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ALL4 ALL-WHEEL DRIVE

You may be buying a new MINI, but we want you to feel comfortable
enough to drive it like you’ve owned it forever. To help ease your conscience
as you carve every corner, we offer a standard 3-year/50,000 km
(whichever comes first) No-Charge Scheduled Maintenance package*.

The ALL4 All-Wheel Drive system, available on the MINI Clubman
and MINI Countryman, takes our hallmark agility to a whole new level.
By distributing power and torque between front and rear axles, ALL4
delivers superb traction and confident cornering, regardless of what the
road, or Mother Nature, throws your way.

MINI ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Peace of mind now, and down the road. MINI Roadside Assistance gives
you an outstanding 4 years of unlimited travel protection, wherever the
road takes you. The program offers towing, lock-out service, on-site
assistance, and even custom-computerized trip-routing services. MINI
Roadside Assistance, and our industry-leading MINI Accident Management,
are available 24 hours a day, anywhere in Canada and the continental U.S.A.

MINI CONNECTED
The in-car infotainment revolution starts here. The standard MINI
Connected system seamlessly integrates our most advanced technology in
a stunning 6.5" in-dash display. With MINI Connected, your link-up to the
outside world will be even better – with safe, comfortable, and intuitive
controls for all functions available right at your fingertips.

MINI WARRANTY

Today, the expanded MINI lineup maintains the principles of its predecessors.
Each vehicle packs a bigger-than-expected punch, thanks to world-class engine
technology leveraged from the BMW Group. And with added practicality, refinement,
and functionality, this MINI lineup is the most exciting we’ve ever produced.

29 Safety and Equipment

NO-CHARGE SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

Each MINI is built according to the highest possible quality standards.
To guarantee that you’ll experience driving thrills for the entirety of your
MINI’s life, you will receive a new car warranty of 4 years or 80,000 km
(whichever occurs first). This is backed by a 2-year warranty with a
no-distance limit on Original MINI Parts and Accessories (the only
exception being wear-and-tear parts).

MINI has much more to offer. Visit mini.ca or ask a MINI Representative for more information.
*The information provided in this document is intended for informational purposes only and is subject to change without notice.
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THE MINI COUNTRYMAN.

ADD STORIES.
Meet the biggest, most rugged, most adventurous MINI ever made. The new MINI Countryman
is designed and equipped to inspire and accommodate your next great story – with more
space for every escape, ALL4 All-Wheel Drive for every road, and a long list of premium cabin
features to enhance every journey. What’s more, with the all-new plug-in hybrid version,
you can enjoy MINI’s agile performance, while keeping your promise to the environment at
every point along the way. So go forth. Leave the city behind, and find yourself off the beaten
path. Add friends. Add memories. Add meaning. And when you return, go tell your story.
For more about the MINI Countryman, visit mini.ca/newcountryman
or configure your own at buildmymini.ca.

All-Wheel Drive
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ADD
SPACE.

ADD
SUBSTANCE.
Superior Cabin Quality.
The MINI Countryman’s interior pulls out all the stops.
Luxurious materials and top-shelf finishes adorn every inch,
from the optional British Oak Chester Leather lounge seats,
to the soft-touch dashboard surfaces. And even on the dullest
days, the MINI Countryman’s ambient interior lighting will
boost your mood, allowing you to create a warm, illuminated
cabin atmosphere in your choice of colour.

ADD
COUNTRY.

Added Practicality.

Innovative Connectivity.

The new MINI Countryman is well-appointed with a range of premium features
designed to make your drive more convenient. Optional features like Comfort
Access, which allows you to access, lock, and unlock the doors with the key fob left
in your pocket; Easy Opener, which allows you to open the tailgate with the swipe
of your foot under the rear bumper for true hands free convenience; or the Electric
Front Seats with two memory buttons for the driver, which allows you to easily
switch between two driver profiles.

The MINI Countryman may inspire you to wander, but its intuitive cockpit
technology will ensure you never lose your way. Wirelessly charge your smartphone
and stay connected to the world around you with the optional MINI Connected XL
navigation and infotainment system, featuring real-time traffic alerts and the Journey
Mate trip-planning app. And you can access it all with the new available 8.8" Touch
Screen interface, supported by the ergonomically-designed Touch Controller.

TECHNICAL DATA
MINI Cooper Countryman
Engine

			

Power			
Torque
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Rugged Design.

ALL4 All-Wheel Drive.

Room for Five.

Combining unmistakable MINI design with the
explorative, can-do attitude of a Sports Activity Vehicle,
the MINI Countryman is a real all-rounder that’s ready
to take you from the city to the country and back again.

Stay in control, no matter what the road throws your
way. Depending on your driving style and grip on the
road, the MINI Countryman’s available ALL4 All-Wheel
Drive system distributes optimal torque between front
rear and axles, so you can confidently command your
way through any condition.

The MINI Countryman’s spacious, richly-tailored
interior offers comfortable seating for five adults.
And thanks to new cut-out element on the base of the
front seats, even the tallest passengers can sit back,
stretch out, and enjoy the ride.

Performance 		
Max. Speed

Fuel Consumption*

3-Cylinder (12v) Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v) Twin Power Turbo

hp/rpm

134 / 4,400 – 6,000

134 / 4,400 – 6,000

189 / 5,000 – 6,000

ft/lb/rpm

162 / 1,250 – 4,300

162 / 1,250 – 4,300

207 / 1,350 – 4,600

200 / 200

197 / 197

221 / 221

9.6 / 9.6

9.8 / 9.8

7.3 / 7.2

(man/auto)
km/h

Acceleration 		

MINI Cooper Countryman ALL4 MINI Cooper S Countryman ALL4

3-Cylinder (12v) Twin Power Turbo

0-100 km/h (sec)
(man/auto)

Highway

L/100 km

7.0 / 7.2

7.4 / 7.9

7.7 / 7.4

More Room to Boot Volume.

Variable Rear Seats.

City

L/100 km

9.6 / 9.5

10.6 / 10.3

11.3 / 10.5

It’s time you packed more into your weekend. The
MINI Countryman’s boot is designed to accommodate
all that you want to bring along. With the rear seats
folded down, this MINI offers a generous 1,390 Litres
of cargo space – perfect for your next great escape.

Get a little extra space, when you need it, where you
need it. The MINI Countryman’s rear seats can be
moved back for up to 13 cm of extra legroom, and
folded down in a 40/20/40 split to accommodate your
passenger and cargo requirements.

Combined

L/100 km

8.4 / 8.4

9.1 / 9.2

9.7 / 9.1

4,314 x 1,822 x 1,557

4,314 x 1,822 x 1,557

4,314 x 1,822 x 1,557

450 – 1,390

450 – 1,390

450 – 1,390

Features and options described above may not be standard equipment and may be available within packages or as stand-alone options.

Dimensions
Cargo Space

Length x Width x Height (mm)
Litre

All figures relate to vehicles with standard 6-speed manual transmission / optional 6-speed or 8-speed automatic transmission.
*Fuel consumption based on Natural Resources Canada’s (NRCan) newly mandated fuel consumption criteria and 5-Cycle testing methods effective with 2017 model year vehicles.
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ADD
BALANCE.
The Distribution of Power.
The MINI Countryman Plug-In Hybrid is engineered to find the most efficient
distribution of power between the two drivetrains. A potent 134-hp Twin Power
Turbo engine with a 6-speed Steptronic automatic transmission powers the front
wheels, while the 87-hp e-motor directs power as required to the rear axle. The
result is a truly electric ALL4 All-Wheel Drive system that provides a seamless
transition of momentum between the front and rear of the vehicle.

TECHNICAL DATA
Petrol Engine

			
3 / in-line / 4

Cylinders/Layout/Valves per cylinder
cm

Capacity
Max. Torque

lm/ft/rpm

hp/rpm
kWh

Battery Type / Battery Capacity

h

Charging Time (using household socket)†

All-Wheel Drive

1,499
134 ⁄ 4,400
162 / 1,250 – 4,300

Max. Speed Electric

87 / 4,000
Li-Ion / 7.6 gross / 5.3 net
3:15

km

40*

km/h

125*

Electric Range‡

Combined Petrol Engine & eDrive

Automatic

Output

hp

221*

Torque

lb/ft

284*

0-100 km/h (sec)

6.8*

Acceleration

Fuel Consumption*

For more about the MINI Countryman Plug-In Hybrid, visit mini.ca/countrymanhybrid.
All figures relate to vehicles with standard 6-speed automatic transmission.

*To be confirmed closer to market launch.

hp/rpm

Max. Output

The new MINI Countryman Plug-In Hybrid combines everyday usability and long-distance sustainability,
in one electrifying package. Thanks to the all-new eDrive mode settings, you can switch between three
different electric driving modes. Treat yourself to purely electric driving at speeds of up to 125 km/h*
with MAX eDrive mode. Take advantage of the most efficient pairing of the electric motor and gasoline
engine in the AUTO eDrive setting. Or, let the gasoline engine do all the work in the SAVE BATTERY
mode. And with an electric range of up to 40 km* as well as a total range of up to 550 km*,
there’s no limit to where you can go in the MINI Countryman Plug-In Hybrid.
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Max. Output

eDrive 		

THE MINI COUNTRYMAN PLUG-IN HYBRID.

ADD ELECTRIC.

3

Highway

L/100 km

TBC**

City

L/100 km

TBC**

Combined

L/100 km

TBC**

* To be confirmed closer to market launch.
** Not available at time of printing.
† Depending on electrical grid used. Charging time corresponds to a 100% charge.
‡ Range and energy consumption may vary due to factors such as driving style, road conditions, external temperature, heating and air conditioning, and preconditioning.
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THE MINI 3 DOOR.

THE LEGEND
CONTINUES.
It’s the original icon, re-born and re-interpreted for modern motoring. The MINI 3 door
features the same wheels-pushed-out body design that made its forefather an instant
classic back in ‘59. It now comes equipped with powerful 3- and 4-cylinder engines, both
featuring Twin Power Turbo technology, that make it faster, feistier, and more efficient
than ever before. Jump into the driver’s seat and discover an array of premium features
that deliver an enhanced level of comfort, connectivity, and class.
For more about the MINI 3 door, visit mini.ca/3door or configure your
own at buildmymini.ca.
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1

3
4

5
2

PUT YOUR
FOOT DOWN
AND LET THE
FUN BEGIN.
1

Go-Kart Handling.
Make no mistake about it: the MINI 3 door was
born to corner. With its wide track and short
overhangs, the MINI 3 door is designed to
deliver incredibly nimble handling, a low centre
of gravity, and a sensation of being close to the
road as you carve through corners.

11

TECHNICAL DATA
2

Driving Modes: Sport, Mid & Green.

4

Customize drive response at the turn of a dial.
Go “Green” for optimized fuel-efficiency, or jump
into “Sport” for ultra-responsive steering and
acceleration. Of course, you can always choose
“Mid” for a happy motoring medium.

3

Automatic Start / Stop Function.
Why burn fuel when you don’t have to? The
MINI 3 door’s Start / Stop function automatically
disengages the engine when you come to a
complete stop, and seamlessly re-engages it
when you’re ready to motor on.

Features and options described above may not be standard equipment and may be available within packages or as stand-alone options.

3- & 4-Cylinder Twin Power
Turbo Engines.
Thanks to BMW Group engineering and
premium lightweight materials, MINI’s 3- and
4-Cylinder Twin Power Turbo engines are more
powerful and fuel-efficient than ever before.
And, by supplying immediate torque that holds
steady through the engine’s power curve,
they’re quicker too.

5

Engine
Torque

Performance 		
Acceleration 		

MINI John Cooper Works 3 door

3-Cylinder (12v) Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v) Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v) Twin Power Turbo

134 / 4,400 – 6,000

189 / 5,000 – 6,000

228 / 5,200 – 6,000

ft/lb/rpm

162 / 1,250 – 4,300

207 / 1,350 – 4,600

236 / 1,250 – 4,800

210 / 210

233 / 235

246 / 246

7.9 / 7.8

6.7 / 6.8

6.3 / 6.1

(man/auto)
km/h

Max. Speed

MINI Cooper S 3 door

hp/rpm

			

Power			

MINI Cooper 3 door

0-100 km/h (sec)

Dynamic Lighting.

Fuel Consumption*

The MINI 3 door features an interactive
Centre Instrument Ring surrounded by a
glowing LED light ring. This glowing ring can
be set to change colours in response to engine
acceleration, climate control adjustments,
incoming calls and many other events you’ll
experience in your MINI.

Highway

L/100 km

6.2 / 6.8

7.3 / 7.2

7.3 / 7.2

City

L/100 km

8.5 / 8.8

10.2 / 9.3

10.2 / 9.3

Combined

L/100 km

7.5 / 7.9

8.9 / 8.3

8.9 / 8.3

3,837 x 1,727 x 1,414

3,858 x 1,727 x 1,414

3,874 x 1,727 x 1,414

211 – 731

211 – 731

211 – 731

Dimensions
Cargo Space

(man/auto)

Length x Width x Height (mm)
Litre

All figures relate to vehicles with standard 6-speed manual transmission / optional 6-speed automatic transmission.
*Fuel consumption based on Natural Resources Canada’s (NRCan) newly mandated fuel consumption criteria and 5-Cycle testing methods effective with 2017 model year vehicles.
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THE MINI 5 DOOR.

SAME HANDLING.
MORE HANDLES.
The turbocharged icon, with more handles to love. The MINI 5 door is finely-tuned to deliver
incredibly nimble handling, and comes equipped with two more doors, extra room for friends,
and up to 941 Litres of boot space for cargo. And with a powerful Twin Power Turbo engine under
the bonnet, the MINI 5 door serves up the ideal mix of motoring fun and driving function.
For more about the MINI 5 door, visit mini.ca/5door or configure your own at buildmymini.ca.
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Seating for Five.

More Cargo Space.

LED Headlights.

The MINI 5 door offers seating for three
passengers in the back, thanks to a standard
rear-seat bench with a body-hugging shape.

In comparison to the MINI 3 door, the boot of the MINI
5 door packs an extra 67 Litres of space. This takes the
total cargo capacity to 941 Litres with the rear seats
folded down – perfect for bringing everything along.

Optional headlights are designed with two 3-D light
rings that enclose LED modules in the centre. Lights
are accentuated by a sleek chrome trim, which adds a
striking and upscale appearance to the front end.

TECHNICAL DATA

TECH
GEEK AT
HEART.

Engine

Performance 		
Max. Speed
Acceleration 		

Fuel Consumption*

4-Cylinder (16v) Twin Power Turbo

hp/rpm

134 / 4,400 – 6,000

189 / 5,000 – 6,000

ft/lb/rpm

162 / 1,250 – 4,300

207 / 1,350 – 4,600

207 / 207

232 / 230

8.2 / 8.1

6.9 / 6.8

(man/auto)
km/h
0-100 km/h (sec)
(man/auto)

Rear-View Camera & Parallel Park Assist.

MINI Touch Controller.

Highway

These optional features provide a boot’s-eye view by projecting
real-time video on your MINI’s Centre Instrument display.
They also superimpose helpful guidelines and distance marks
to assist with reversing and hands-free parallel parking.

All the power of the MINI Connected system,
right at your fingertips. Use the simple buttons
to navigate through menus, and use your fingers
on the touchpad to handwrite a destination or
cue up a tune.

City

L/100 km

8.5 / 8.8

10.2 / 9.3

Combined

L/100 km

7.5 / 7.9

8.9 / 8.3

3,998 x 1,727 x 1,425

4,013 x 1,727 x 1,425

278 – 941

278 – 941

Dimensions
Cargo Space
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MINI Cooper S 5 door

3-Cylinder (12v) Twin Power Turbo

			

Power			
Torque

MINI Cooper 5 door

Features and options described above may not be standard equipment and may be available within packages or as stand-alone options.

L/100 km

6.3 / 6.8

7.3 / 7.2

Length x Width x Height (mm)
Litre

All figures relate to vehicles with standard 6-speed manual transmission / optional 6-speed automatic transmission.
*Fuel Consumption based on Natural Resources Canada's (NRCan) newly mandated fuel consumption criteria and 5-Cycle testing methods effective with 2017 model year vehicles.
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THE MINI CLUBMAN.

GO WITH
YOUR GUT.
It’s the most sophisticated and versatile MINI ever made. The MINI Clubman’s
streamlined silhouette is perfectly complemented by an exquisitely-crafted interior
with top-shelf finishes and premium, practical features to make every drive more
convenient. And with available ALL4 All-Wheel Drive, it’s well-suited to command
any road with confidence. But most importantly, it just feels right. So follow your
instincts and let the MINI Clubman lead you to a whole new level of motoring.
For more about the MINI Clubman, visit mini.ca/clubman
or configure your own at buildmymini.ca.

All-Wheel Drive

17

Six doors, seating for five, and ample cargo space.

REFINED VERSATILITY.

TECHNOLOGY

PERFORMANCE

DESIGN
Premium Cabin with a refined Centre Console.
The MINI Clubman’s interior sets a new standard with premium surface finishes and five high-end leather
upholstery options, including Chester Leather featuring diamond pattern stitching. And with an elegantly
designed centre console that houses the intuitive MINI Connected infotainment system, this MINI offers
an ideal mix of class and connectivity.

SAFETY

MINI Connected and Navigation.

ALL4 All-Wheel Drive.

Eight-Speed Automatic Transmission.

Upgrade from 6.5" to a full 8.8" in-dash display
that puts innovative entertainment, communication,
and navigation features right at your fingertips,
literally, with Touchscreen technology.

The available ALL4 All-Wheel Drive system distributes
engine torque between front and rear axles depending
on your MINI’s speed and steering angle. As a result, the
MINI Clubman delivers optimum traction on slippery or
uneven road surfaces.

The MINI Clubman’s available Eight-Speed Automatic
Transmission allows for impeccably precise gear
changes, while the Steptronic system lets you choose
between the convenience of automatic and the thrill
of manual shifting.

Twin Power Turbo Engines.
Leveraging the award-winning engine expertise of the BMW Group,
all MINI Clubman variants come equipped with a potent Twin Power Turbo punch.

Eight Airbags.

TECHNICAL DATA

2 front, 2 side-impact, 2 ceiling-mounted side-curtain,
and 2 knee airbags monitor collision severity to adjust
inflation rates and help protect you and your passengers
from potential secondary impacts.

Engine
Torque

Performance 		
Max. Speed

Fuel Consumption*
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Uniquely Crafted Alloy Wheels.

A highly-functional element passed down from
the classic Mini Traveller. With the Comfort Access
feature, they can be opened hands-free, with the
simple swipe of the foot below the rear bumper.

The MINI Clubman’s streamlined design is further
accentuated by strong shoulder contours and air
breathers that both emphasize the vehicle’s sporty
character and enhance its aerodynamic abilities.

More spoke options, more bespoke possibilities.
Visit buildmymini.ca to discover the full range
of alloy wheels.

Features and options described above may not be standard equipment and may be available within packages or as stand-alone options.

MINI Cooper S
Clubman

MINI Cooper S
Clubman ALL4

MINI John Cooper
Works Clubman ALL4

3-Cylinder (12v)
Twin Power Turbo

3-Cylinder (12v)
Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v)
Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v)
Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v)
Twin Power Turbo

hp/rpm

134 / 4,400 – 6,000

134 / 4,400 – 6,000

189 / 5,000 – 6,000

189 / 5,000 – 6,000

228 / 5,000 – 6,000

ft/lb/rpm

162 / 1,250 – 4,300

162 / 1,250 – 4,300

207 / 1,250 – 4,600

207 / 1,350 – 4,600

258 / 1,450

205 / 205

200 / 200

228 / 228

225 / 225

237 / 237

9.1 / 9.1

9.5 / 9.6

7.2 / 7.1

7.0 / 6.9

6.3 / 6.3

(man/auto)
km/h

Acceleration 		

Aerodynamic, Sculpted Body.

MINI Cooper
Clubman ALL4

			

Power			

Split Rear Doors.

MINI Cooper
Clubman

0-100 km/h (sec)
(man/auto)

Highway

L/100 km

7.0 / 7.2

7.4 / 7.8

7.7 / 7.2

7.8 / 7.4

7.8 / 7.4

City

L/100 km

9.6 / 9.5

10.6 / 10.2

10.8 / 10.0

11.4 / 10.2

11.4 / 10.2

Combined

L/100 km

8.4 / 8.4

9.1 / 9.1

9.4 / 8.7

9.7 / 9.0

9.7 / 9.0

4,275 x 1,800 x 1,441

4,275 x 1,800 x 1,441

4,275 x 1,800 x 1,441

4,275 x 1,800 x 1,441

360 – 1,250

360 – 1,250

360 – 1,250

360 – 1,250

Dimensions
Cargo Space

Length x Width x Height (mm) 4,275 x 1,800 x 1,441
Litre

360 – 1,250

All figures relate to vehicles with standard 6-speed manual transmission / optional 6-speed or 8-speed automatic transmission.
*Fuel consumption based on Natural Resources Canada’s (NRCan) newly mandated fuel consumption criteria and 5-Cycle testing methods effective with 2017 model year vehicles.
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THE MINI CONVERTIBLE.

STAY OPEN.
Open top. Open air. Open-ended possibilities. The MINI Convertible benefits from
three generations of MINI design and engineering innovations. With seating for four
and a 3-in-1 Soft Top Roof that can function as either a sunroof or a full-fledged drop-top,
it’s always ready for your next impromptu excursion. And with a lively Twin Power Turbo
engine capable of hitting 100 km/h in a blistering 6.6 seconds in the John Cooper Works
variant, it isn’t afraid to seize every moment along the way.
For more about the MINI Convertible, visit mini.ca/convertible
or configure your own at buildmymini.ca.
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SAFETY

TECHNOLOGY

Woven Union Jack Soft Top.

Head-Up Display.

Rain Warner App.

Invisible Rollover System.

An iconic accent: the woven Union Jack Soft Top echoes
MINI’s British heritage, while epitomizing the premium
craftsmanship imbued into the third generation lineup.

All the information, right where you need it. The
available MINI Head-Up Display projects driving data
such as speed and navigation prompts in your field of
vision, helping you keep your eyes on the road ahead.

Drenched is never a good look. Stay ahead of the
storm with the Rain Warner App, which is part of
MINI Connected XL Journey Mate. It’s the smartest
kind of weather-proofing.

The Invisible Rollover Protection System in the rear
belt outlet, disguised by elegant Matte Black caps with
chrome trim, activates within a fraction of a second in
an emergency to protect passengers.

From the 3-in-1 Soft Top Roof to the “Always-Open Timer”, the MINI Convertible
is packed with a host of features you won’t find in any other convertible.

LEAP INTO
SOMETHING
NEW.

TECHNICAL DATA
2
Engine
Torque

1

3

Performance 		
Acceleration 		

DESIGN
1

A Memorable Ending.
From behind, the MINI Convertible has a
dynamic and polished presence. Taillights are
set wide apart and are accented by a sleek
chrome surround. The Cooper S model features
not one, but two tailpipes – a great view for
everyone playing catch-up.

23

Fuel Consumption*

2

A Top Choice.
The MINI Convertible’s 3-in-1 Soft Top Roof –
available in the iconic Union Jack design –
can be up, down, or used as a sunroof to let the
breeze in. Fully electric, its quiet operation
allows you to go from soft top to drop-top in a
mere 18 seconds, at speeds up to 30 km/h.

Features and options described above may not be standard equipment and may be available within packages or as stand-alone options.

3

Streamlined Agility.
There’s no doubt about it – the MINI Convertible
is a smooth operator. Long yet agile proportions
impart a more streamlined silhouette that’s
accentuated by a precisely defined roofline.
It’s sleek all around.

MINI John Cooper Works Convertible

3-Cylinder (12v) Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v) Twin Power Turbo

4-Cylinder (16v) Twin Power Turbo

134 / 4,400

189 / 4,700 – 6,000

228 / 5,200 – 6,000

ft/lb/rpm

162 / 1,250

207 / 1,250

236 / 1,250 – 4,800

208 / 206

230 / 228

242 / 240

8.8 / 8.7

7.2 / 7.1

6.6 / 6.5

(man/auto)
km/h

Max. Speed

MINI Cooper S Convertible

hp/rpm

			

Power			

MINI Cooper Convertible

0-100 km/h (sec)
(man/auto)

Highway

L/100 km

6.3 / 6.8

7.3 / 7.2

7.7 / 7.2

City

L/100 km

8.5 / 8.8

10.2 / 9.4

10.8 / 9.4

Combined

L/100 km

7.5 / 7.9

8.9 / 8.4

9.4 / 8.4

3,837 x 1,727 x 1,415

3,858 x 1,727 x 1,415

3,874 x 1,727 x 1,415

160 – 215

160 – 215

160 – 215

Dimensions
Cargo Space

Length x Width x Height (mm)
Litre

All figures relate to vehicles with standard 6-speed manual transmission / optional 6-speed automatic transmission.
*Fuel Consumption based on Natural Resources Canada's (NRCan) newly mandated fuel consumption criteria and 5-Cycle testing methods effective with 2017 model year vehicles.
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The MINI John Cooper Works 3 door, Clubman, and Convertible offer a potent combination
of balanced handling and ballistic acceleration, and are tuned to achieve performance normally
reserved for race cars. One look under the bonnet reveals an engine that is capable of boasting
up to 228 hp at 5,000 rpm. If that isn’t enough power for you, try engaging Sport Mode.
This will transform your MINI into an absolute top athlete, with more precise steering
responses and faster acceleration – even the tone of the twin-pipe exhaust moves up a key.
From one motoring connoisseur to another – you’re welcome
For more about the MINI John Cooper Works lineup, visit mini.ca/jcw
or configure your own at buildmymini.ca.

STREET LEGAL. JUST BARELY.
High-performance tuning and parts give the MINI John Cooper Works lineup its fearsome firepower.
Twin Power Turbo engines deliver serious torque with bone-shaking force. Even before you’ve put your foot down,
the throaty growl beneath the bonnet is enough to set your heart racing.

MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS.

TORQUE
OF THE TOWN.
25

Inspired by a Legend.

Exclusive Interior.

More Power to You.

In 1961, British carmaker John Cooper designed a
racing-class version of the Original Mini that would
achieve a string of stunning motorsport victories,
including three wins in the Monte Carlo Rally. Today,
John Cooper Works remains a byword for motorsport
excellence.

The motorsport-inspired interior of the John Cooper
Works range features unique trims and surfaces, an
ergonomic steering wheel with leather handgrips and
race-red stitching, as well as large side bolsters to keep
you snugly in place.

MINI John Cooper Works models produce up to
228 hp and 258 ft/lb of torque. Pair that with MINI’s
renowned corner-carving abilities and you’ve got
yourself a genuine force to be reckoned with.
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MINI CONNECTED.

ENHANCE
YOUR ROADTRIP.
Meet the sociable sidekick to your driving adventures. MINI Connected brings you the latest music,
information, apps, and much more via the MINI Centre Instrument’s stunning high-res colour display.
•
•
•
•

Calendar
Forcemeter
Sports Instrument
Audible

•
•
•
•

Napster
TuneIn Radio
Stitcher Radio for Podcasts
Life360

• Deezer Music
• Spotify®
• Glympse

RSS Feeds.

MINI Connected XL with Journey Mate.

Integrated Spotify®.

Get the news right in your cockpit and select which
of your favourite feeds appear on your MINI’s display.
While driving, use the text-to-speech function and
your MINI will dictate the blurbs and articles of your
choice, so you can keep your eyes where they belong –
on the road.

This handy application assists you all the way from
departure to arrival. Simply connect your smartphone
to your MINI, and MINI Connected XL Journey Mate
will map routes, dictate directions, indicate traffic
jams, locate gas stations, and even remind you
where you parked.

MINI has teamed up with Spotify® to give you access
to all the music you’ll ever need, right through your
MINI stereo. Just download the free Spotify® app, and
voila – over 30 million songs at your fingertips in your
MINI’s full colour display. Best of all, you can enjoy
wireless access to all your favourite tracks and custom
playlists thanks to Bluetooth® integration.
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EXCEPTIONAL SAFETY.

MINI ACCIDENT
MANAGEMENT
HOTLINE.
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One of the many benefits included in the
Roadside Assistance program is MINI Accident
Management. If you are involved in an accident
and do not require medical assistance, the
MINI Accident Management Hotline is your
first call. MINI will arrange for a fully equipped
towing service to ensure that you, your
occupants, and your MINI are properly taken
care of. One call is all it takes.

13

1

MINI Accident Management provides
the following services:
• 24-hour hotline, 365 days a year

LEVELS OF CONTROL

SAFETY & EQUIPMENT

ADVANCED BRAKING

MINI ASSISTANCE

• Access to an Accident Management Specialist
• Notification of police and emergency
services (as required)

1

Run-Flat Tires.

3

Run-flat Tires are designed to keep their
shape in the event of a puncture. Made with
heat resistant rubber and reinforced sidewalls,
they let you drive up to 80 km at 80 km/h even
with zero tire pressure, so you can get to a
safe location.

2

Adaptive LED Headlights.
Optional adaptive LED Headlights give you crisp
visibility in the dark or during poor weather.
They can also swivel in the direction of the
road to illuminate what’s around the corner and
adjust their angle to the road based on your
MINI’s speed and weight-load.

Rigid Chassis.
The body structure of a MINI is rigid,
yet collapsible – essential for absorbing and
shielding you in case of impact. Using hightension steel, optimized for weight and rigidity,
your MINI retains its sporty feel while reducing
body torque, and enhancing its agile handling.

4

5

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC).
Intelligent sensors detect if you’re veering even
slightly off course. DSC then activates to adjust the
engine torque, and applies brake force to individual
wheels where needed.

6

Dynamic Traction Control (DTC).

Flexible Rear Axle.
The Multilink Rear Axle allows each wheel to
react independently. So an uneven road surface
won’t affect the entire chassis − and your drive
stays smooth.

9

12

Automatic Stability Control
+ Traction (ASC+T).

MINI’s optional Driver Assistant System
provides you with features like collision and
pedestrian warnings with braking function,
traffic sign recognition, high beam assistant,
and active cruise control.

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution
(EBD).

11

A camera mounted behind the rear-view mirror
in the windscreen identifies critical situations,
gives you a two-step warning, and prepares the
braking system in order to reduce reaction time.

Anti-Lock Braking.
Latest-generation, four-sensor, anti-lock brakes
allow you to stop quickly even on slippery roads.

Cornering Brake Control (CBC).
Taken a turn a little too quickly? CBC improves
stability in corners.

Driver Assistant System.
Who said a safe drive has to be boring?
At MINI, we think you have more fun on a
new adventure if you know you’re secure.

Automatically distributes braking force between
wheels to suit the driving conditions, and your
MINI’s weight distribution.

10
7

Dynamic Brake Lights.
In case you need to apply the brakes abruptly,
these brake lights will begin to flash to alert the
vehicles behind you and activate your hazard
warning lights automatically.

DTC provides the best possible driving force on
every surface, even slick or sandy ones. It also
restores power to the engine sooner than DSC, and
lets the car slide a bit before correcting its course,
which is kind of fun if you’re into driving thrills.

ASC+T prevents the front wheels from spinning,
which provides ideal starting conditions and plenty
of traction.
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8
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Brake Assist.
Helps you stop faster in emergency situations,
by speeding up the process and minimizing the
braking distance.

• Organization of towing services to the nearest
MINI Certified Collision Repair Centre, ensuring the
transportation of you and your passengers
to a safe location
• Notifying the MINI Certified Collision Repair
Centre of incoming towing
• All costs of towing to a MINI Certified Collision
Repair Centre, Accident Reporting Centre,
and/or overnight storage facility (if applicable)
are covered under the program

For more information, simply call your
MINI Accident Management Hotline at:

1-866-DRV-MINI (378-6464)
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All trademark are the property of their respective
owners. All specifications, standard features, accessories,
equipment, options, fabrics, and colours are based on
product information available at the time of printing.
MINI reserves the right to revise specifications at any
time, without notice. Illustrations are representative only.
MINI may determine the Model Year designation of its
vehicles. Models may be shown with features, accessories,
equipment, options, fabrics, and/or colours not available in
Canada, or available only at extra cost, or available only on
particular models. While MINI takes care to ensure that
the information contained in this brochure is accurate,
it cannot guarantee complete accuracy. MINI is not
responsible for errors or omissions contained in this
brochure. Further information about the products shown
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